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POUNDED IN 1873

Better a patch on your trousers
than a scar on your soul.
—KVP Philosopher.

PRICE, 10 CENTS

LEWISTON, MAINE, THURSDAY, DECEMBER 2. 1937-

hibley Will Put Universe
'Under Microscope" Mon.
Ifamed Astronomer To
UowEducationalFilm
[n Bates Chapel

Bates' Loss May
Be Colby's Gain
Juanita Hallowell has left the
merry ranks of coeds in preparation for the "ultimate aim of a
coed." The fair "Nitk bid fare
well to all her companions which
number qui'e a few despite her
short stay here.
Rumors had it that Al Berry,
Colby athlete and a member of
the senior class at the Waterville
in titntion, is the reason for her
sudden decision to depart from the
path of education—but the coed's
only an-wer to the rumor was a
rein a I to admit or deny anything

Pew Forms Bowdoin First Rival In
Faulkner Killer Chapel
Bates Editors' Row
On Trial Here
League Debate Tonight
Audience To Act As Jury
In 4-A Presentation Of
Broadway Hit

Many colleges have their Professors' Rows", but Bates, according to the Observant Citizen, is
specially distinguished with its
"Editors' Row". Designated in the
chapel seating list by only the
number 25. this particular pew is
the regular morning stall for
three of the college's four editors. Omar King '38, chief of the
"Buffoon", the humor magazine;
Gordon Williams '38, of C. A. and
"Bates Mirror" fame; and John
Leard '38, number one man of the
STUDENT, sit in that order
counting from the aisle. On either
side of that trio, to stretch the
point a little further, are Roland
Martone '39, news editor of the
STUDENT, and Sam Leard '38,
sports editor of the paper.

Kadjperooni, Stewait Upold Negative Side In
Verbal Fight On Industrial Dispute
Question

By Charlotte Corning '38
CONTEST IN LITTLE
Who killed Bjorn Faulkner? Was
jhe Universe", a beautiful
his pretty and wealthy wife responTHEATRE AT 8 P. M.
••aeeintS
.. motion picture of the
sible for his murder? Or was it Kaducal
■M e ^.jl spheres, will be displayren Andre, his recently discharged
By Eric Linden '39
secretary and accused affinity? Was
'""& o-:iel by Kuroy Sibley>
An ancient debating rivalry will be
the body that came hurtling through
'" aStronor.er, Monday at 8 p. m.
renewed in the Little Theatre tonight
the air from the parapet of a New
tQf the current program of the
at 8:00 when the men oppose BowYork pent house The Night of JanV^U-ture Series.
doin
in the first decision contest and
uary 16th that of Bjorn Faulkner?
, ruig»
.inBi o£» Saturn, the rotation
first Eastern Intercollegiate League
Ihe
From an entangled mass of testithe motion of asteroids
debate of the year. The debate will
af >lar>'
•■
LI
monies the jury must extract a suf,
Mof
stars,
spiral
nebulae,
t 1P
be in Oregon style.
ficient amount of positive evidence to
«;;£ Ul: verses will be presentHoosag Kadjperooni '39 and Paul
pronounce a verdict which will not be
IJ
the toyman on the film. The
Bates will be represented at the Stewart '38 will take the negative of
pre-arranged. Candidates for jury.-.ational Assembly of Student Christ- the subject, "Resolved: that the Natheavenly bodi< will be put under the
men may leave their names at the colian Association at Oxlord, 0„ during ional Labor Relations Board should be
I (icroscope as it were, for the edifilege bookstore when they get their
Ciuistmas recess by Kuth Brown '3», empowered to enforce arbitration of
i
of starn and entertainment
tickets for this drama, "The Night of
uarDara Buker '3», Rutn Robbins '39, all industrial disputes."
Bowdoin's
January 16," to be presented Dec. 9
juers.
Ruroy Sibley
Leighton Dingley '39, William Suther- affirmative team is George Little and
Clyde Fisher, curator of the Astronand 10 in the Little Theatre. Both
land '4U, and a laculty member as yet Robert Cox.
Schools in all New England States men and women will be eligible. On
I any' Department of the American
unappointed, the Christian Associaexcept Rhode Island have already ac- the evening of the performance these
bean of Natural History, New
Last year the Bowdoin team of Cox
tion announced last night.
cepted
invitations
for
a
New
England
names will be given to the clerk of
and Harold Ashkenazy defeated Bates
York City, says of "Seeing the Unipreparatory school debating tourna- the court, who will place them in a
iwo thousand students, professors, at Brunswick to put Bates out of the
verse": "Not only is it an excellent
ment, to be held on campus March drum and the twelve who are drawn
and
otner advisers will meet at this running for the league championship
I leaching film, but it is one of fasci11 and 12, 1938, according to Prof. by lot' will be selected to serve. They
Assembly irom December 27 to Jan- which she previously held. Bowdoin
I nating inti vest to the layman."
Brooks Quimby, of the department of will be sworn jn in a legal manner and
uary 1 in a conference that is to be had at first expected to send the same
James Stokley, director of the Fels
argumentation and public speaking, will witness the play as real jurors
A series of weekly co-educational entirely student-led. The vast number team to Bates this year, but recently
I Planetarium at the Franklin Instiwho is planning the competition.
from the jury box on the stage. Near game nights starting Thursday, Dec. oi colleges which will be represented decided to substitute Little for Ashtute, Philadelphia, congratulates ProAfter three rounds of debates, a the end of the last act they will re- 16, has been added to the Chase Hall make this the "focal point in the kenazy.
tar Sibley on "the technical excelwinner will be chosen and awarded a tire and bring in thefr own verdict. entertainment schedule, Kenneth Lib- life of the Student Christian MoveLittle debated at Deering High
I Vote of the pictures."
cup which has been donated by the Although legally a unanimous vote bey '39, member of the Chase Hall ment for this college generation."
School and Cox at Bangor High
Professor
August
"Buschmann,
Knights once more will reign su- College Club. The best speaker of the would be required for a conviction, in committee, announced yesterday.
A day's program, according to the School, where he was individual winLiairman of the Concert and Lecture preme in the annual Women's Ath- tournament will be awarded a scholar- this case the majority vote will dePing-pong, billiards, pool, bowling,
planned
schedule, will include morning ner of the debating award. Both are
I Series Committee, will introduce the letic Association banquet held in
cide the case.
and card playing are among the atship.
worsnip, led by Bishop William Scar- members of the Bowdoin football
Among the notables to serve on the tractions that may be participated in
tarer.
Fiske dining hall this evening. Under
Because few preparatory schools
lett, of Missouri; meetings of the com- team. Kadjperooni and Stewart are
the directio of Lois Wells '39 a ban- sponsor debating teams, the tourna- jury for this play during its eight by both eds and co-eds. There will be
missions, which include campus issues, veterans, and, teamed together last
quet with all the charm of its pred- ment is expected to be small. By the months' run as a hit of the season on no dancing, but the facilities of the
vocations, new relations of marriage year, defeated Colgate and Lafayette.
ecessors and yet full of innovations of competition, however, Prof. Quimby Broadway were James Roosevelt, Jack building should provide entertainment
In the Oregon cross-examination
Dempsey, Ricardo Cortez, Babe Ruth, for the co-eds uninitiated where men's and the family, labor and agriculture,
its own can be expected.
hopes to stimulate interest in prep
and students and the World Commu- system, Cox and Stewart will be the
and Helen Keller. On one occasion pastime activities are concerned.
The color scheme is silver and school debating, which classification
nity.
In the afternoon, techniques lawyers; Little and Kadjperooni the
four United States Congressmen were
The entire committee, composed of will be presented which may be pres- witnesses.
allows
the
participation
of
postgreen with a center piece at each table
among the jurors.
Chairman Howard Becker '38, Gordon ented on campuses—drama after the
consisting of a castle in winter graduate students.
Prof. Paul Whitbeck, of the English
Thirteen new members have been
Although the story chiefly concerns Williams '38, Laurence Gammon '39,
scene guarded by two silver knights.
manner of the Federal Theater, choral department, will preside and the judgThe
year's
National
high
school
deI admitted to the Gamma, Bates chapthe
charges
brought
against
Karen
Kenneth Libbey '39, George Russell singing, exhibits, and a program
Dark green candles and
silver bating topic, "Resolved, that the seves will be Prof. Thomas A. Knowlton
iter of the Delta Phi Alpha, national
Andre by the people ei the State of '40,'and Fred Whitten '41, have planshields for programs carry out the eral states should adopt a system of
"clinic." In the evening, a group of of the University of Maine, Pres.
Yionorary society for excellence in
New York the play is more than just ned this first co-ed night to supple•olor scheme. Music will be furnished unicameral legislation", will be used
younger thinkers will present, the Earle S. Grant of the New England
German. The Bates chapter was the
a trial by jury, for it is full of the ment the carol sing and the co-ed
by Bernice Lord '40 and Eleanor Cook in the tournament.
structure and content of the Christ- Business College, Portland; and Mr.
third to be organized. Because the
dramatic surprises that make the dinner also scheduled for the 16th.
ian faith.
Frank Cowland, a Portland attorney.
With the addition of the New Eng- theatre worth while.
Deutsche Vereta fulfills the needs of '40.
The
program
will
be
opened
by
Patland
preparatory
school
tournament,
most German students on campus, the
The theme of the entire conventhonorary society confines itself to one ricia Atwater '40, who will play a Bates will be sponsoring three interion is centered on the questions:
or two meetings a semester. Member- trumpet selection. Mary Chase '38, scholastic forensic competitions. The
iWhat is the function of a Christship is usually open to Juniors and W. A. A. president, will introduce the Debating Council organized the Maine
ian Association in relation to these
speakers. Following the idea of the Interscholastic League in 1914, has
Seniors only.
issues, and what can we, as students,
knights of the round table, the toast also had a New Hampshire school
do about them?
William G. Torrey '38 is president
Two deputation teams composed of
will be "To the Fair", Evelyn Copeleague for the last five years.
"One of the first things that should
of the club, and Jean Leslie '38, secA letter has been received from
B.C.A. members leave Saturday noon
land '39; "To the Bold", Elizabeth
[ retary-treasuer: Eleanor Dearden 38,
Miss Mary Metz '37, who is teaching be taught college freshmen is not to
for service in churches at Portland
Brann '41; "To the Wise", Eleanor
I Harold Roth '39, and Roland Marin Camp Hill, Alabama, at a private act college", advises Don Herold in
and Leominster, Mass., Wesley NelSmart '39; and "To the Strong", Alice
tone '39 were members of the society
Ruth Montgomery '38 and Helen high school known as the Southern his article "College Men" in the Deson '38, chairman of the Deputation
Neily '38.
I ka year.
Industrial Institute, founded by Dr. cember issue of "Scribner's MagaCommission, announced last night.
President Gray will give the invoc- Martikainen '39 are starting to make
zine".
The new members: Arthur Helsher
plans for the first co-ed dinner of the Lyman Ward 40 years ago.
Alice Neily '38, Charlotte Corning
ation. Other guests include Mrs. Gray,
Various methods, such as boiling
% Evelyn Jones '38, Mary McKinyear which will be held in both Fiske
This institute is for the boys and
'38, George Windsor '38, Bruce MeDr. and Mrs. Sawyer, Mr. and Mrs.
*}• '38, Ella Rice '38, Carol Handining hall and the Commons, Thurs- girls who have to help themselves ob- in oil, are suggested by Mr. Herold
Chase Hall will this week see the serve '38, Lionel Whiston '39, and
Thompson and Miss Harvey. The comto get the snake dance craze out of
swiri '38, Ruth Hooper "38, Elizabeth
mittee for the banquet consists of day evening, Dec. 16, the night be- tain a high school education, there- young systems. Freshmen refusing third round of the tournaments now Leonard Cloiigh '40 form the team
Sawyer '38, Barbara Leonard '39,
fore Christmas vacation begins. Lists fore, each student is required to work.
being conducted in ping-pong, bowl- scheduled to conduct the religious serLois Wells '39, Nancy Haushill '38,
Rath Brown '39, Roslyn MacNish '39,
will be posted soon, so choose your There are several different occupa- to outgrow their tenderfoot stage ing, and pool. The second round vices at the Forest Avenue Friends
Parnel Bray '38, Ruth Butler '39 and
Walden Irish '39, Edward Stanley '39,
tions to which each may fulfill this should be compelled to work for the matches were completed before the Church, Portland, this week end. Miss
I dinner partners now!
Eleanor Smart '39.
and Helen Cary '39.
requirement. The boys have a farm Warner Brothers Studios in collegiate Thanksgiving recess.
Corning will have charge of a Saturof 135 acres on which they work Sat- pictures—" a fate worse than Siday evening social, Clough will deliver
The survivors will play the semiurdays. The girls care for the kitch- beria", according to Mr. Herold's
the sermon, Whiston is scheduled to
final and final rounds next week. The
address a meeting of young people
en, dormitories, help in a print shop article.
Life after college, too, should have final matches will be played Saturday Sunday evening, while Windsor will
and also part of the planting.
evening, Dec. 11, when another Open
iddress an adult gathering.
Camp Hill is about 100 miles south- fewer actors and more true-to-life
House will be held in Chase Hall so
east of Birmingham, Ala., and 180 persons, the article goes on to say.
Carol Stiffler "39, Mary Wood '40,
"If we can't get intelligent people that the co-eds may have the oppor- Webb Wright '38, and Wesley Nelson
miles
southwest
of
Atlanta,
Ga.
It
•Men's smokers, equivalent co-edWith the inauguration of airmail , For those B. F.'s and G. F.'s who in lies in the center of the cotton belt from our colleges, we ought to close tunity of witnessing these events.
'38 have charge of the week end's
itationally to the women's teas, have service and the opening of the Lewis- ' their quest for higher knowledge have
Gold medals will be awarded the church activities for the Leominster
the colleges", is Mr. Herold's concludand
the
pecan
orchards.
When
Miss
their innovation
ir
this Sunday in Chase ton-Auburn Airport, linking the twin been temporarily separated, the sercollege champion in each tournament. Baptist Church. A young people's socMetz arrived there in September, the ing statement.
Hall at .->. p. m., Howard Becker '38, communities and some 600 Bates stud- vice will also prove quite handy. One
ial will be conducted by the team
fields
of
cotton
were
like
snow.
The
cnai
°Wmar. of the Chase Hall commit- ents with the distant parts of the paticular student, who receives on an
Saturday evening and Wright will
pecan
orchards
are
ripening
now.
tee
-a announced. Mr. John T. Hal- world, many new ideas are being un- average of three letters per week
deliver the Sunday sermon. Nelson is
Miss Metz's experiences in this high
f
from
the
sweet
little
thing
back
home
H a Bowdoin College man, will be corked on campus as to how the conscheduled to speak at the Candleschool are very interesting and difpre
sent to lead an informal discussion. venience can be used to the best seemed particularly well pleased with
light Vesper service Sunday evening.
ferent
from
any
that
she
has
witthe news that the service has been inJlr
, Halford recently made a trip benefits.
augurated . . . wonder how long his nessed before.
1
" the internationally known exWhile no definite number can be allowance will remain pleased?
p ore
' r, Donald B. MacMillan, into given, it is estimated that well over
Those students who are worried
Folders
containing
information
to*6 regions. He has motion pic- 200 letters were deposited in local
The Speakers Bureau, under the diwith the difficulties of their laundry
about
the
Bureau,
a
unique
project in
^s taken during this journey and mailboxes previous to the first flight
rection of Prof. Brooks Quimby, ia
cases not returning as promptly as
New
England,
have
been
sent
out to
The boys may get into the spirit
show them at the smoker.
entering
its
third
year
with
a
more
Wednesday morning, in order that they believe they should, will also be
varied program than it has ever be- organizations in this vicinity by the of things for the coeds—but it stops
either the folks back home or the relieved of the nervous strain, as not
Bureau, whose secretary is Caroline there. Rand Hall Infirmary inmates
fore offered.
students themselves could be the rec- only can they now be sent air mail but
learned a few nights ago.
Pulsifer '39.
This
year
the
Bureau
is
sponsoring
ipients of envelopes bearing the covet- also air-railway express.
A few fair damsels, bedridden by
Some of the students who will
not
only
individual
speakers,
but
also
ed cachets.
Closing hour for air mail at the
Thanksgiving
dinners, coming exan.o.
speak
this
year
and
their
subjects
debates and discussions on timely
Lewiston and Auburn post offices are:
Plane News
and other ailments, 'phoned East
are:
problems.
In
carrying
out
this
proLewiston—tor east bound mail,
ich N 38
football
' ' f°rmer Garnet
Helen Cary '39, "Japan"; Charles Parker from the infirmary and unMany of the students, who come
gram the Speakers Bureau is working
1 er
9.28
a. m. and 3.43 P- m
"Bato ,? *y
and author of the from cities where the passing of airHarms
'38, "What the German People fortunate Charlie Harms '38 happened
in collaboration with the Christian
Vl
For west bound mail, 11.22 a. m.
«ory Song", won first and planes over their heads is a regular
Association in deputation work, and Think"; Pauline Turner '38, "English to answer.
Pleading a case of sickness, the cofight
* f°r the Boston University occurence, were reported to have been and 5.52 p. m.
with the 4-A in giving a one-act play. and American Parliamentary CusAuburn—for east bound mail, v.aa
ne Co
eds pleaded with Charlie to get a
recen,,°
«test, it was announced stricken with mild attacks of the sotoms";
Carl
Mazzarella
'38,
"The
Meat
Already this- year the Bureau has
a. m. and 3.48 p- m.
bottle of spiritus fermentus—purely
called "home-sickness" as they heard
begun a new service in conducting an Packing Industry"; Robert Chalmers
For west bound mail, 11.27 a. m.
Aldn'rh
L
for medical purposes—on the grounds
'38,
"Taxation";
George
Windsor
'38,
at g
' *ho is a varsity lineman the Loockheed plane zooming over the
assembly program at the New GlouThirty-three years ago, the sale of
5.57 p. m... .*.
after
"What the Negro Thinks"; Ellen Craft that the mfar'iarj* hi.i run out of
'hat'
having transferred to campus. One student, whose name was and
cester
High
School
on
the
subject
of
There will be four landings of the
Christmas Seals In Denmark, netits supply. Charlie and his cohorts
|10 'nstitut'on in 1936, submitted the not revealed, is reported to have run
ted only a few hundred dollars.
"College Life". Edward Howard '38 j-38, "Settlement Work;" Milton NixBoston and Maine airmail and passenPnze winner ,.0nward to vic.
answered the plea in their wise manThis year proceeds will probably
!on
"39,
"Athletics";
Donald
Pillsbury
to his dorm shouting "Hey, Fellows. eer planes daily at the local airport.
presided at this assembly. The Bates
run
into
record
figures.
All
money
"Photography"; Howard Becker ner, paraded to Mount David with
Posed .t1SeC°nd son* whirh he com" It's War! Here comes a Japanese Arriving from Portland on its way to derived from sale of seals goes Trio supplied music, and Howard •38,
'38,
"Boy
Scouts"; Donald Curtis '39, empty bottles and demonstrated their
Bomber!" Still another student, whose Bangor the schedule landing here is
toward elimination of the "white
That Une
Becker '38, Mary Gozonsky '40, LeighPlace'
"' won third
plague," tuberculosis. Universally
'•Economics";
William Earles '38, keen insight into the female mindlife has been more or less devoted to 9 58%. m. and 4.13 p. m- Arriyu,*
ton Dingley '39, Milton Nixon '39, and
endorsed, the campaign is launched
"Plays"; Jonathan Bartlett '38, "Min- thus saving the intelligence of the
the soil and the taming of Maine's from Bangor on its way to Portland
each year the day after Thank*
Donald Curtis '39 spoke on various
Interfnd °' P°tter' President of *»
I male from sad abasement.
riving. Above U reproduced Seal
leralogy".
proverbial bears, is said to have and Boston the schedule is 11.52 a. m.
phases of college life.
sored "tfernUy C0Und1' Which SP°n"
tot SeMOB of 1937-8,
reached for his gun as the roar
and 6.22 p. m.
to Aldrie),COnteSt' awarded the prizeS
reached his ears.

N.E. Schools In
Debate Contest

Tourney To Be Staged On
Bates Campus March
11 and 12

5 Chosen For
Nat'l Assembly

Assembly Will Convene At
Oxtord, Ohio, During
Christmas Recess

Chase Pastimes
Open To Coeds

WA A Coeds
Dine Tonight

Men and Women May Dine,
Sing and Play on First
Night of New Plan

Lois Wells '39 Directs
Annual Banquet at
Fiske Hall

[Thirteen Admitted
To Delta Phi Alpha

Deputation Teams
Leave Saturday

Herold's Feature
Graduate of '37
Teaching in South Warns Freshmen

Plans For Coed Dinner

First Smoker For
Men On Sunday

Third Round On
For Chase Tourneys

Air Mail To Bring Mail
To Males And Females

Variety Is The Spice
Of Speakers Bureau

I 2uy Them—Use Them

^rich N'35 Win.
Song Contest At B. U.

Men Thwart Babes
Crying For Bottles

s<r
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TWO

Girls Lead Men
On Dean's List

THE
BATES STUDENT
Editor
(TeL 8-4121)
John E. Leard'38
Mantling Editor
Edward Fishman '38
(STUDENT Office TeL 4490)
(The Auburn News Tel. 8010)
Assistant: William Torrey '38. Staff: Leonard Jobrack '39, Donald Williams
'39, Lois Philbrick '39, Ruth Robbins '39, Robert Hulsizer '40, Marie Dodge
'40, Pauline Chayer '40.
News Editor
(TeL 8-3364)
Roland Martone'39
Departmental assistants: Science, John Kenney '39; Alumni, Robert Hulsizer '40; Debating, Paul Stewart '38. Reporters: Mark Lelyveld '40,
Ira Nahikian '40.
Women's Editor
(TeL 8207)
Marion Welsch '38
Departmental assistants: Features, Helen Dickinson '38; Society, Margaret
Bennett '38; Exchanges, Mary Dale '38; From the News: Irene Lee '38;
W. A. A, Eleanor Smart '39.
Reporters: Ruth Robbins '39, Lois Philbrick '39, Pauline Chayer '40, Caroline
Hayden '40, Barbara Buker '39, Patricia Hall '39, Dorothy Collins '39.

By Sam Leard '38
One hundred one students earned
the honor of being on the Dean's list
for having an average of 85 or higher
in last semester's ranking. This group
is the last to be marked according to
the old system of numerical marking
averages inasmuch as the letter system will go into effect on the reports
at the conclusion of the current semester.
The co-eds, though not as numerous
•is the nun on the lvmor list, had a
higher percentage of their total enrollment number than the men on the
list.

Sports Editor
(TeL 8-4121)
Samuel E. Leard '38
The honor students include, for the
Reporters: George Lythcott '39, Leonard Jobrack '39, John McCue '40, How- class of 1938:
ard Kenney '40, John Wilson '40, Mark Lelyveld '40.
Frederick Clinton Bailey, Auburn;
Staff Photographer
Richard Fullerton '38 Hazel May Borne, Quincy, Mass.;
Business Manager
(TeL 2103-M)
Robert Chalmers '38 Robert Ernest Brouillard, Northbridge, Mass.; Courtney Noble Burnap,
Advertising Manager
(TeL 8-3363)
Robert Rimmer '39
Shelburne Falls, Mass.; Robert Merrill
Department Assistants: Arthur Cummings '38, Oren Moser '39, John Nash
'39, Chester Parker '39, Raymond Cool '40, Richard Martin '40, James Chalmers, Auburn; Lois Chamberlain,
Pellicani '40, Robert Plaisted 40, Richard Raymond '40, George Russell '40, Water bury, Conn.; Mary Alice Chase,
Auburn; Belle Turner Dunham, AuHarry Shepherd '40.
burn; Anita Louise Gauvreau, Lewiston; Richard Beal Gould, FarmingmniHNTIO FOR NATION*!. AOVBHTlSINO »Y
Published Wednesday during the college
National Advertising Service, Inc. ton; Virginia May Harriman, WestColltli P*UiM*m Rurwutaliv
brook; Nancy Marion Haushill, Lewyear by Students of Bates College.
420 MADISON AVI.
NIW YORK. N. Y.
iston; Ruth Lillian Hooper, Portland;
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John William Hutchinson, Methuen,
Mass.; Marjorie Caroline Jansen,
1*37
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193*
Entered as second-class matter at the Stamford, Conn.; Evelyn Ovetta
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Jones, Lisbon Falls; Marion Ruth
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Jones, Weston, Mass.
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.
$2.50
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D*nb>«rof
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Elizabeth Alice Kadjperooni, Lew-

Cbfle6iateDi6est

Jottings On "Social Fitness''
Perhaps too many people, knowing and unknowing, theorize as to
the duties of a college to its students, and yet we can't help adding a few
comments on specific incidents which have come to our attention—here
by observation and at other colleges by hearsay.
What we have in mind might come under the general heading
of the social aspect of a college education; more specifically under the
classification of "developing a sense of social fitness".

There is no need

of being technically Emily Postish about this matter, but there are some
bones of the social skeleton which should be as vital to the college student as the indestructible rights of man were to the early colonists.
Possibly it isn't the college's duty to develop this social fitness in its
students; nevertheless, we know parents who, shocked at the inability of
their home-from-college sons or daughters to know social fundamentals,
are disappointed, and wonder if their bursar-addressed checks have been
well spent.
Did you, during the recent vacation, encounter any situations in
which you didn't know the proper procedure ?

Did you at any time act

in such a way that your parents or friends were shocked at your out-ofplaceness. Are you clever, or even reasonably successful, at getting out
of embarrassing social situations? Do you have to adjust your standards of etiquette when in the presence of a professor or other superior,
or are you at all embarrassed because you don't know exactly how to

iston; Dorothy Eileen Kennedy, Manchester, N. H.; Irene Devore Lee,
Brooklyn, N. Y.; Mary McKinney,
Berlin, N. H.; Carl Joseph Mazzarella,
Westerly, R. I.; Bruce Elwyn Me-serve, Portland; Wesley Paine Nelson, Wilton; Martha Bisbee Packard,
Augusta; Ella Elizabeth Rice, Waterford; John Kimball Skelton, Bath;
Nedra Record Small, Kennebunk;
John Joseph Smith, Lancaster, N. H.;
Emery Frederick Swan, Wellesley,
Mass.; William George Torrey, Syracuse, N. Y.; Pauline Rossie Turner,
Auburn; Valentine Haining Wilson,
Southbridge, Mass.; George Henry
Windsor, Greensboro, N. C.
From the class of 1939:
Ruth Albert Allen, Auburn; Barbara Viola Buker, Shelburne Falls,
Mass.; Frances Mary Carroll, Bloomfield, Conn.; Donald Whitehouse Curtis, Gardner, Mass.; Marita Jacqueline Dick, Worcester, Mass.; Richard
Edward DuWors, Dorchester, Mass.;
Henry Merritt Farnum, Lewiston;
Bertha May Feineman, Rochester, N.
H.; Eiigtne Stuart Foster, Groveton,
N. H.; Robert Fuller, Augusta; Laurence Drew Gammon, Norway; Melvin
David Hurwitz, Brookline, Mass.;
Walden Cecil Irish, Medford, Mass.;
Hoosag Kadjperooni, Lewiston; Earl
Robert Kinney, Pittsfield; Barbara
Marion Leonard, Brunswick; Bradley
Thurston Lord, Moody.

Roslyn Lenore MacNish, New HaAt college, have you ever barged into a classroom while class ven, Conn.; Gilman McDonald, Billwas in session—a class of which you were not a member—without even ings, Mont.; Luella Maude Manter,
Buffalo, N. Y.; Anne Helen Martikaia socially required "excuse me ?"
nen, Harrison; Lewis Sprague Mills
Jr., Winsted, Conn.; Lucy Pearl Perry,
Answering these questions for yourself will probably suggest what Presque Isle; Herbert Reiner Jr., Lancaster, Mass.; Robert Henry Rimmer,
we are driving at. Related to these general questions is the problem of
Quincy, Mass.; Ruth Marble Robbins,
table manners, backbone, possibly, of the social skeleton. Here again Wilton; Harold Frederick Roth, Rosyou may ask yourself, "Do I have to tighten up on my manners when a lindale, Mass.; Reuben Scolnik, Lewiston; Edward Russell Stanley Jr.,
faculty member sits at my table ?"
Berlin, N. H.; Sadie Elizabeth Stevens, Lewiston; Ruth Theresa Stoehr,
The point should by this time be obvious. Whether it is the duty Oxford; Doris Evelyn Wagg, Auburn;
Dorothy Emma Weeks, Framingham.
of the college to see that we develop this sense of social fitness which will
Class of 1940: Douglas Estes Bragallow us to fit into situations when we leave college and go on our own
don, Portland; Saul Maier Bronstein,
or not is nowhere near so important as that we should do a little thinking Brockton, Mass.; Samuel David Burston, Lewiston;
Leonard George
about the social aspect of learning ourselves.
Clough, South Brewer; Frank Morey
Coffin, Lewiston; Wilbur Clarkson
The college graduate is assumed to be intellectually fit; he should
Connon, Rockland; Charles Wescott
be socially fit as well.
Crooker, Maiden, Mass.; Ladora Preston Davis, Portsmouth, N. H.; Evelyn
Marie Dodge, Yarmouth; Mary Ann
Gozonsky, Laconia, N. H.; Martha
Greenlaw, Laconia, N. H.; Wilfred
Glenroy Howland, Concord, N. H.;
Robert Stanton Ireland, Newport, Vt.;
The latest in aiding college men is "parafilm" which, when Edith Judith Krugelis, Waterbury,
used to wrap corsages, keeps them fresh from two or three times Conn.; Lucien Francois Lajoie, Lewas long as formerly
The University of Indiana has developed iston; Fannie Longfellow, Augusta;
a mechanical "smeller" which can measure the alcoholic content of Elizabeth McGregor, Needham, Mass.;
Donald Frederick Maggs, Fitchburg'
motorists accused of drunken driving ....
Mass.; Muriel Elizabeth Massiah,
Dr. Aaron Baskst of the department of mathematics at Teach- East Orange, N. J.; Alfred Winslow
ers' College, Columbia University, discovers as the result of a sur- Morse, Tilton, N. H.; Ira Kissag Navey that sweepstakes and lotteries, if honestly run, are the most hikian, Worcester, Mass.; Dexter
innocent forms of gambling. In sweepstakes, he reports, chances Brayton Pattison, Osterville, Mass.;
James Pellicani, Rockland;
of winning a big prize are one in 390,000; of winning smaller Vincent
Donald Silas Pomeroy, Westfield,
prizes, one in 2,500. You have one in 62,000 chances of getting a Mass.; Edward Harold Quinn, Austraight flush in poker, one in 4,000 on four of a kind, one in 600 on burn; George Allan Rollins, West
a full house, one in 50 on three of a kind, and one in 20 on two Medway, Mass.; Barbara May Rowell,
Rumford; Harry Buffum Shepherd,
pairs ....
Hanover,
Mass.;
Ruth
Evelyn
In bridge, the chance of getting a "13-er" is one in 153,000,000. Sprague, Bath,-" William Henry SuthTwelve of a suit come on a frequency of one in 30,000,000 .... In erland Jr., Glen Ridge, N. J.; Lawrolling dice, a person has four chances out of 17 to win on the first rence Owen Wheeler, Wilton; Clarthrow. Chance of getting a seven on the first roll is one in six, and ence Warren Whittaker, Easton; Eleanor Wilson, Portland; Stanley Fosof getting an eleven, one in 18
ter Wass, Buffalo, N. Y.
behave?

In Case You Haven't Heard . . .

Campus Camera

Bates Hoopmen Open Seas0n
By Lea With Northeastern At Leivis[
a 38-10 win. The next thf
:
were wins for the Car
fr
19-16, from Lowell r^T °* 1
Maine, after the ^'^l
The season ended w;th \•'
shire winning 33-14.

As was the case when Bates opened
its first collegiate basketball season
in January, 1921, Bates' first '37 opponent will be Northeastern University.
The game, here in Lewiston, will be
on January 17th. The only past records which can be found show that
Bates had a team in 1921 and 1922,
at which time the sport was dropped
as an intercollegiate activity.

IS THE ONLY UNIVERSITY ^TUOtMT WHO HA?
FLOWN THE ATLANTIC. HE ATTEMPTED TO
FLY TO LITHUANIA IN 1935 BUT WAS FORCED
MUM IN IRELAND. WAITKUS IS NOW ATTENDING
THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN AND PLANS TO
FlY TO RAWS THIS YEAR..'

HIS PICTURE
ADORNS A
UTHUANIAN
POSTAGE
STAMP/

FROM THE NE WS
By Irene Lee '40
The Spread of Fascism
Brazil is the latest of nations to
join the anks of Fascism, under the
ironclad dictatorship of her preside, .t,
Getulio Vargas. The implications of
this move may have serious consequences. Since Brazil is the largest
South American country, her influence
may sway her smaller neighbors. An
indication of this is seen in Peru's
favorable consideration of Fascism.
Should Brazil further consolidate
her position by joining the other dictatorships, Japan, Italy, and Germany, this would further strengthen
the control of military cliques, the
world over. What this may mean to
the United States, in her capacity as
"good neighbor" to South America
opers room for much speculation.
Meanwhile, Japan's virtual dominance of the coast of China, threatens the integrity, if not the very life
of that country. Her victory may mean
the expansion of Fascism to one of
the oldest and most peace-loving of
nations; and the furthering of AntiCommunist sentiment.
Poland, long on the threshold of
Fascism, is actively considering entering the stronghold of dictatorship.
Ultimately, as has been predicted, this
may mean the division of the world
into two factions—either pro- or
anti-Fascism.
Greyhound Strike
The strike of the Greyhound bus
drivers for a closed shop, has resulted in the dismissal of these men, and
doubtless, the fostering of much resentment in the ranks of labor. The
company has, furthermore, brought
suit against the Railroad Brotherhoods, charging that they engineered
the strike so that travel might be diverted to the railroads, afld claiming
indemnity for the destruction of
buses.
While it is recognized that the railroads are in a financial predicament,
due to lowered rates of transportation and higher taxes, it seems hardly
fair to accuse them of such methods
of obtaining trade. Such digressions
from the problem in hand serve only
to confuse the immediate issue and
make its solution more involved.

tum to the government of Spain urging their surrender by Dec. 5. There
is no indication that the Loyalists will
capitulate to his demands.
The Spanish war has dragged on for
almost a year and a half with no aim
or purpose, it seems to the world.
However, the struggle may determine
whether Fascism or Communism will
dominate the peninsula. In view of
the interest that the Fascist nations
have in Spain, it seems very likely
that the outcome is already decided,
and Spain may ultiately be added to
the roster of dictatorships, joining her
neighbor, Portugal.
"Peace on earth, good-will to men",
seems a strangely outmoded and forlorn saying today, when the blare of
bugles and the rumble of artillery
drowns out the harmony of Christmas carols.

From the account in the 1921 Mirror, the team, coached by Carl H.
Smith, had an all-freshman team with
the exception of Captain Stanley
Spratt '21, Davis '23, who was to become the next captain, and Burrill of
the same class. "By rigid insistence
that every man observe the rules of
the game, the coach was able to develop a team that was outclassed by
New Hampshire State alone; the latter is acknowledged as champions of
New England. To be sure, other defeats, but the Garnet was always in
class as opposing foes."

OIL & GAS

FRED C. McKENNEY

The next season th, .eamdj,
ly as well. They had lhre)!
town trips. The first one „,*!
terous as they lost to Harvard?*
and to Rhode Island 2,-n. Mai,,*!
the first home game ;>*-18, wtli| *|
nipped New Hampshire 24-23. t,
are the scores for the rest of th,
son with the Bates score being J
in first place each time; Colby"
Maine 31-18, Tufts 27-18, Bro„L
41, New Hampshire 33-50, 0*1
32, WPI 30-41, PAC 23-24, PACj
Clark 35-20, MAC 22-31. ft,.
season's total score Bates 4O4, ftjl
ents 455. The Mirror closes its J
up by saying that the "past at
makes only the second year of l_
ball as a varsity sport at Bates."
adds that "we expect a champioJ
season next year," but next year Ha
was no team.

Maine took the Garnet hoopsters into camp the next week 30-21. Another meeting with Portland AC was
won by the Bobcat 37-34. Boston College won 38-28, but Rhode Island lost
29-27. New Hampshire's power machine won 33-21. Harvard was met
with a Bates loss 38-24. The next
meeting with Northeastern proved to
be the run-away of the year as Reinhardsen and Spratt led the team to

W. C. Perkins '25 was the star
the season with John Davis '23 til
captain. Perkins made 64
three times more than anyone
The season this year will be the I
season of varsity basketball.
see 'em go!

Preston Selected
Bowdoin Stronge
On "All" Teams Series Opponsl

Editor's Notes

CITIES
SERVICE
FOR BETTER

The varsity squaa 1 ,sk^
tain Stanley Spratt, Da>i's J^V
'23, Wilson '24, Coroius •& ,T*
'24, Reinhardson '24, "mley« I
Johnson '24.

First Varsity Team
Bates opened her initial varsity season Dec. 18, 1920, when they met Portland AC at Lewiston and beat them
by the score of 35-25. The Northeastern game which was a win for
Bates by the score of 27-25, according
to the BATES STUDENT account,
shows that Reinhardsen was the high
scorer with 12 points. Referring to
the team the account says, "They
showed lack of practice during Christmas holidays which allowed only one
day's practice before the game. We
have a team of which we may well be
proud."

Captain Dick Preston was named
center on Eddie Casey's third All New
England team which appeared in his
(Staff Contributions)
syndicated column last week. Dave
Fitts of Bowdoin was the only Maine
CALENDAR
player to make the first team, while
Thursday, Dec 2
Hamlin of Maine was on the third
8 p. m. Debate vs. Bowdoin, Little string.
Theatre.
Preston was the only Bates player
Saturday, Dec 4
on the Portland Sunday Telegram's
7:30 p. m. Chase Hall Dance.
team, which included five Bowdoin and
Monday, Dec. 6
7:30 p. m. Off-Campus Men's Club Maine men. The Journal did not
choose a team, but the morning Sun
Meeting, 3 Libbey Forum.
8 p. m. Illustrated lecture, Ruroy last week picked three Bates line-men.
Preston was the center on the team,
Sibley, astronomer, Chapel.
while Charlie Cooke and Gussy Clough
CLUB NOTES
were end and guard respectively.
Christian Service Club
The Sun picked a second best team
At the meeting of the Christian
Service Club held Tuesday night, Nov. and had Eaton at one tackle and Aus30, four new members were voted into tie Briggs at left half-back.
the club: Roger Horton '40, Lois PhilThe Sun's first string team seemed
brick '39, Carol Stiffler '39, and Barto agree pretty well with the other
bara Buker '39. Webb Wright '38 prepapers by having Dave Fitts of Bowsided. Plans were made for the cabin
doin at end, Wally Gleason of Maine
party next week.
at tackle, Hal Ashkenazy of Bowd^jn
Lawrance Chemical Society
Tonight, Dec. 2, a talk by Dr. Law- at guard, Preston at center, Clough
rance on the "Recent Achievements in at guard, Warren Pearl of Colby at
Industrial Chemistry" will be given right tackle, Charlie Cooke at end,
at the Lawrance Chemical Society Fran Smith of Maine at quarter, Rod
Elliot of Maine at left half, Dave
meeting.
Soule
of Bowdoin at right half, and
Heelers and l-A
Benny Karsokas of Bowdoin it fullHeelers and the Eno-isoi, 4-A plav- back.
ers will hold a joint meeting Monday
evening, Dec. 6: a short skit'will be
Captain Dick Preston was on the
given by members of Heelers for the second all-opponent team of Dart4-A. There will be discussion and mouth at center which places him
criticism following the play.
ahead of the centers of Harvard,
Varsity Club
Princeton, Cornell, Brown, Amherst!
The Varsity Club will meet the sec- and Columbia. The Yale center, Gallond Wednesday of the month, it was agher was given the post on the
definitely decided at the second meet- first eleven.

International Ideal
Our world-minded Secretary of
State Cordell Hull has finally and successfully negotiated reciprocal trade
agreements with England. This climaxes the fruitful efforts of Hull to
effect trade treaties with sixteen other
countries.
ing of the year, held Wednesday, Nov.
It is hoped that amicable trade 17. Attendance will be taken promptagreements will foster and guarantee ly at 7 p. m. and all members not prespeace. In the face of the unity of ent will be fined a small amount.
the world's totalitarian powers in an Plans for the initiation of new memAnti-Communist drive, this latest bers which will take place Dec. 9,
move may serve as a symbol of the were also discussed.
cooperative efforts of democratic nations, to preserve peace.
Opponents of this measure see it
as a threat to the nation's tariff system, and a detriment to wage-hour
legislation, crop-control, and other
Roosevelt price-lifting policies, with
the most direct effect on the farmer.
However, the guarantee of international peace by the world's two most
powerful nations, should outweigh
factional differences.
Corner College and Sabattu* Sta.
Spain}
J
WASHING and GREASING
General Franco has sent an ultima-

Freshmen Had Good H,
That same year the iTJ°^
Hallowell Dec. i8 \v meol
the first year men ir£°**but the rest of the seaso?lM
exception of the MCI te '
'
last game, were wins, u'
ents were Algonquin >6 j ^ °*j
(their loss was 31-2;.. JA 5^
18. The men who receM
merals that year wer<; Tarbe], ?l
Pearlstein, Dinsmore, Hendrj 1
Partridge, Andrews and K^T

Bowdoin was the only Maine :.!
lege to place two men on the iU|
ponent team selected by the
football team last week. DartiM
placed four men on the team, n|
New Hampshire had three.
The two ends were Larry Hull 1
Capt. Merrill Dans of Dartma
Tackles, Ralph Sherry of Tufts 1
Montrone of New Hampshire
chosen for that position, while
doin's Harold Ashkenazy and 1
Loeman are the guards.
Fritz Rosinski of New Han^
who scored in the closing n***
that game on an intercept*
named at center. 'DartmoutnP*
two backs, Bob McLeod and CJJ
Howe in the backfield, while
Mitchell of New Hampshire and >l
Collier of Tufts were the other J|
linemen.

I
Robert Pugsley '41 *«
;.:•'!
State president of the Maine «
Boys' Group, an arfiliation of
YMCA, at a recent conference
in Augusta.

JAMES

p. ~tinw** co.
INC

ARTISTIC MdORlMS

r

Lewiston Monumental ^ I
6-10 Bates Street
J-"
Telephone 46^,

'

HOOD'S
Delicious Ice Cream
Now Being Sold at YoJ,
BATES COLLEGE SOT

COLLEGE STREET

SHOE HOSPITAL
AD Kinds of Shoe Repairing
67 College St.

-

Lewiston, Me.

Fred L. Tower Compel
Quality PRINTING S*«-*|
Not just ink on pap*
165 Middle St.
Portl^

COATS, SUITS and PARTY DRESSES
Should Be "SANITONE" Cleansed
They win make a better appearance and stay right longer
w
« give special attention to students* service

send it to ^^J^)jtwiUberig^
Formerly L. Q. Mercier, Inc.

A. S. Cummings,

w-

t
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$qsketball_And Track Squads Prepping For Indoor Season
Igoopmen Out Handlebar Mustaches
63 Report For Prof. Gould Announces Bates To Play
Minw^Malone
Hindered Grandfathers Track Practice Awards For Fall Sports Harvard In '39
According to the office of the Harbehind in the 120-yard high hurdles.
Sixty-three men reported for varFall athletic awards, including 18 Harry Shepherd '40, and Allan Rol- vard Athletic Association in a release
sent out this morning, Bates is their
Whenever old-time track athletes There is a fifteen second difference sity and freshman track to Coach C. for varsity football, six for varsity lins 40.
opening game for the 1939 season.
gather, as in every sport, the ques- between the 4.35 mile of 1937 and the Ray Thompson last Monday in the
Freshman
football
numerals:
Hal
cross-country, 18 for freshman foottion of the superiority of the two gen- 4.50 mile of FOBS, the only Bates win- cage. The first formal practice was
Their schedule is as follows: Oct.
held Tuesday when baton instruction ball, and eight for freshman cross- Beattie, Clint Frostrom, Sam Glover, 7, Bates, followed by games with Chierations is certain to be discussed. To ner of that year.
The greatest difference is provided was given in anticipation of the county, were announced last week by Phil Lerette, Tom Knowles, Charlie cago at Chicago, Penn., Dartmouth,
find the difference in the performances
in
the hammer throw, where Kishon, Christmas Relays which are to be held Prof. R. R. N. Gould, chairman of the Tebbetts, Al Topham, Erie Witty, Princeton in New Jersey, Army, New
of the early Maine State Colleges, I
nationally
known Bates track star, next week.
Charlie Lovely, Bill Herbert, Jack Hampshire, and Yale, on successive
committee on athletics.
dug into the old copies of the STUtossed
the
ball 53 feet further than
The men who reported for varsity
Saturdays.
DENT until I came to the June copy
The awards along with those for Vail, Art Belliveau, Harry Gorman,
the winning 105-foot throw of 1895. track were: Dick DuWors '39, Jack
The last time Bates played Harvard
of the year 1895, which gave the rewith ta8ketbBlL
The differences in the other field Hayne '40, Don Pomeroy '40, Roy the spring season will be given out in Mike Buccigross, Stan Bogdanowicz, was on October 6, 1934, when the game
sults of the Second Maine State track
Deceniiier at the assembly in the gym. Jim O'Sullivan, Bill Donnellan, and
•L. the faster game, due to the meet held at Waterville 43 years ago. events are: three feet in the pole Briggs '40, Don Russell '40, Bob
ended Harvard 12 Bates 0 in one of
The list of awards is as follows:
Braddicks '39, Charlie Crooker '40,
vault,
two
and
one-half
feet
in
the
n
to be
Perry Jameson.
Harvard's closest games that year.
1 - it is goi £
Coach
Bowdoin was favored to win this broad jump, nine inches in the high Tate Connon '40, Al Rollins '40, Don
"e*inte
^ ast l0 have several sets of meet, and as the STUDENT phrased
Varsity football: Captain Dick
Freshman cross-country numerals: Harvard gained only 166 yards to
jump, and five and one-half feet in Maggs '40, Lynn Bussey '40, Ham
SP
o{equal calibre. The atmosPreston '38, alternate Captain Charlie Captain Dick Nickerson, Dwight Bates 145 yards by rushing. The Garla er5
it,
"Colby,
as
is
her
wont,
magnanimDorman '40, Frank Coffin '40, Frank
the shot put.
P >' J h0tkey with a constant
net line headed by Lindholm, George
Cooke '38, Carl Amrein '38, Charlie
ously chose second place," Bates with
Quigley,
Warren
Drury,
Tom
It is impossible, however, to claim Cooper '40, Ray Gove '39, Sam Lear;!
pl,ere
Mendell and Tubby Stone drove Har<r of forwara line and an occ"
Alexander
'38,
Max
Eaton
'38,
Bob
eleven men was conceded last place. that there has been a fundamental '38, Don Wark '40, Harry Shepherd
diang
O'Shaughnessy,
Dick
Thompson, vard for 25 yards loss during the
Tshift 0 guards will be seen
Frost
'38.
Dennis
Healey
'38,
Cotton
The Bowdoin runners won every event change in the human body during the '40, John Hibbard '40, George Lythli a
Ralph Caswell, Johnny Anderson, and course of the game, while Bates was
'"' the nev' rules> commented
cott '39, Gil Woodward '39, Al Pierce Hutchinson '38, Omar King '38, Mike
*der Sointe He also added that the except two, and took the meet with 43 years. The main reason for the
only set back 10 yards.
McDonough
'38,
Brud
Morin
'38,
Dick
Clyde Glover.
'39, Win Keck '38, Bill Luukko '38,
U college may be at a disadvan- 109 points, Bates was second with 13 difference in the performances is the
Perkins
'38,
Burt
Reed
'38,
Gussy
snia
points, Colby third with 10 points, and training and track and pit conditions. Carl Andrews '40, Dick Martin '40, Ednot many men report to the
Clough '39, Joe Canavan '39, Autie
Maine fourth with 4 points.
The coaches did not know very much die Howard '38, Courtney Burnap '33, Briggs '39, Jimmy Reid '39, and
Bob
Akers
'39,
Don
Bridges
'39,
Gus
The 1937 meet also held at Water- about the proper training procedure
The wtal squad which will be maintClough '39, Irv Friedman '39, Hoosag Charlie Crooker '40.
19T MAIN ST.
. , throughout the year consists ville was won by Maine with 46 points and the knowledge of "form" was not
[Kadjperooni
'39, Heine Roth '39,
■ >■'
developed
to
a
very
great
degree.
Varsity
cross-country:
Captain
and
Bowdoin,
Bates
and
Colby
finished
Tfive senior;. Bob Frost, football
OUR AIM IS TO SATISFY
I Dana Wallace '39, Ed Bullock '40,
wfack, has reported for action. in that order. In comparing the times There were no cross country or indoor Charlie Graichen '40, Buster Kilgore Courtney Burnap '38, Dick Gould '38,
WITH OUR QUALITY FOOD
Donald Bridges '39, Dana Wallace '39,
g Dunlevy. baseball outfielder, is a and distances, the honors go to the track teams. Very few colleges had '40, and Mark Lelyveld '40.
an
indoor
cage.
Baseball
was
the
main
present
generation
in
every
event.
As
-ndidate for guard along with Ed
Not much is known of the freshHtthaway. U-ry Doyle is trying out would be expected, the least differ- sport and the best athletes were on
man class, but those who reported
the
baseball
team.
Then,
too,
grand, ^ pivot position, while Ted ence was in the short races. There
are: Pete McNaughton, Dick NickerInk, another senior, is a forward the runners of the good old days were father was slowed down by a musson, George Coorsen, Charlie Tebonly 1/5 of a second slower in the tache like a pair of bicycle handle
I tandidate.
betts, Paul Farris, Burdell Wright,
bars.
From last year's inter-class champ- 100-yard dash and 3/5 of a second
Charlie Lovely, Dick Thompson, Lloyd
ionship team comes Johnny WoodMorrison,
Dick
Davis,
Tiffany,
liiry, forward; Joe Canavan, forward;
Tom O'Shaughnessy, Bob Pugsley,
I Crosby, guard; Autie Briggs and
Joe Houston, Stan Banks, Louis HanIcassy Clough, basket guarders, and
ley, Harry Boothby, Joe Shannon,
1^ Jobrack, a forward. Canavan
Frank
Bernauer,
Clyde
Glover,
By Sam Leard '38
Id Briggs saw action in football this
Dwight Quigley, Warren Drury, and
I Ml, while Wiodbury was a varsity
Again this year there is a lot of he won all three races in the State Stan Bogdanowicz.
Irak man last spring, running on the interest in swimming here. Johnny meet.
Bates catapulted into fourth
IhsL'mile team at the Harvard Relays. White, Auburn star back-stroker, and
place in the State Meet when they
kst year's successful freshman Albin Hagstrom, former New York
were hosts in 1902.
|»a will contribute heavily to the City sprint champion, have reported
Bates track history centers during
lisrte strength of Bates' first varsity to the Auburn Y swimming pool. They
For an all round winter weight garment nothing
I testers. Howie Kenney and Narm have found that there is a lot of other the first few years around Dr. Bolster
serves the purpose quite as well as does the knitted
Courtney
Burnap
and
Dick
Nicker•95,
who
now
lives
on
College
St.
He
fTardiff show promise at guards, good material which would> be good
fleece overcoat in oxford gray. Particularly smart
likile Rog Stover and Summer Tap- enough to represent Bates in a pool in was the only Bates winner in the first son were elected captains of the varsity and freshman cross-country teams
Iper are forward candidates.
and unusually good in value is BENOIT'S Wickthe company of any other small New State meet, when he took the running
last week when the letter and numeral
Kay Cool and Ken Tilton are center England college. They have found broad jump with a leap of 20 feet 7i
burn fleece—an overcoat that in style, workmanship
men gathered for their official picinches.
He
was
second
in
the
100
the
that
Johnny
Anderson
was
a
Maine
landidates, while Howie Taft and Jorand fabric value is comparable to coats selling at
tures.
Lipper are guards. Two of last champion and that Earle Ziegler did same day. Incidently he was the first
considerably more.
Burnap was one of the leading freshtear's team who showed promise and well for himself in his high-school Bates track captain. Bolster was the
man
harriers
in
the
fall
of
1934,
winIriw have not reportea as yet are days in Connecticut. The Dormans, first track coach and he was succeeded
1U M\ock and Walt Holehouse. Both Bare and Ham, are both able mermen. in 1906 by C. T. Cady of Providence, ning two races and helping the class
I mav \* out after mid-years roll by. Warner Bracken, last year's Hebron who according to the Alumnus, is the comethroughun beaten. His sophomore
year he made the varsity and last fall
Academy captain, is a member of the first outside coach.
he was well up, placing as the fourth
The
first
cross-country
meet
Class of '41. Johnny is going to see
or fifth Bates man in most meets.
ever
run
by
a
Bates
team
was
in
what he can do about interesting the
Ninth in the State meet as a junior,
1911 when Bowdoin defeated the
athletic committee in putting their
he tied for fourth this fall, was third
Other Authentically Styled Overcoats
Garnet
32-23.
Dr.
William
H.
OK on the Bates team.
Bates man in most of the dual meets.
Sawyer Jr., of the Biology depart$19.50 to $45
He placed 27th in the New Englands
by Bob Rimmer '39
ment, was the third Bates man to
where the team was 5th out of 13
Fat men tell no tales and make no Did You Know That
finish, followed by Houston '13,
teams. Indoors Courtney runs the mile
Bates was the state champions
I alibis according to reports permeatwho has two children now in colalong with Dana Wallace.
liujthe campus. A heavy weight track
in winter sports in 1924 and for
lege.
Nickerson, former Farmington High
six years following. Maine broke
|mee: will take place this Friday at
"Slim" Williams' '89- father, who
runner,
won six races this fall. Watts
I p. m.. in the indoor cage of the
the string of wins in 1931. Norm
graduated in 1911, was on the first
of
Deering
High was the only runner
IRD as a result of a challenge by
Whitten '32 won the Lake Placid
Bates BAA relay team which went to
to
beat
this
rangy runner, who led the
en-Hebron star, Bengie Piper, to
2 - mile cross - country snowshoe
Mechanics Hall, Boston, in 1909.
team to an undefeated season.
& famous Lynn comet, MPudge"
race. Bates skiers have competed
Gove '13, whose son Ray is in
&lcer. The distance set is four laps,
in Rumford, Hanover, N. H., Lake
the class of 1939, placed fourth in
Gray flannel slacks are not only smart in
I though the pot laps of each contesPlacid, and Montreal ski and snow
We can show you a vanea
the shot and discus in the New
style but they save wear and tear on a
[tant cover plenty of territory alshoe meets.
selection of
Englands in 1911, when Bates
suit.
Wear them at any informal occa| ready.
PRIZE CFPR. FOl'NTAIN
first sent a team to that meet. At
sion,
to
class, with an odd jacket.
Students have been watching with
PENS, LAD.ES' SILK
that time the sixth place tie with
Interesting facts in Bates track
intecst as the Hamburg Maggot
Amherst was considered as a good
UMBRELLAS & LEATHER
history
I dicker has gone against the wind
achievement.
HAND BAGS
In looking through the February '35
I *i* violent training for the match.
Leather Bill Folds
issue of the "Alumnus" in which there
Although piper's record is unknown, it !
Book Ends - ClocKs
s a track history, there are several
has been reported that his opponent
bits of information which most of us
I Aas cut down his 50 minutes for the
do not know. Mr. Oliver F. Cutts, di- For Real Courteous Taxi Service
JEWELERS
I tolf-mile considerably.
LEWISTON - MAINE
rector of athletics, placed third in the
Lewiston, Maine
"Bookie" Bill Cooney is rounding
shot-put in the first state track meet
|'P all the legitimate "Yagers" he
which was held in 1895. His distance
Possibly can. before 4.30 p.m. Friday.
was 35 feet, 1 inch.
Compliments of
°°th contestants are in deadly earnFoss '97 was the first Bates man to
I «■ for a high stake will go to the
fortunate winner. There will be no ad- run the mile in under 4:50 as he ran
mission fee to students presenting it in 4:49 1/5 in an interclass meet in
LEWISTON
AUBURN
I Mhletic tickets for tne
titantic which he made records in the 880,
mile, and 2-mile. His senior year
Button down collars are the college
*»BfJe,

Ualone's withdrawal as a can*" L center position on the varI*** Ltball team gives Coach Buck
P to first worry of the year,
W
OB his squad for tne opener
.'^eastern, January 8.
I"1'
varsity pitcher in baseI *al°fa "promising candidate for a
Y *" position, decided during vacv*L chemistry and biology do

By Dwight Quigley '41

*» 2ly ""*

S^dintnesmallerschools-

Purity Restaurant

For CAMPUS and TOWN WEAR

SPORT SHOTS

These styles are the favorites
with

Burnap, Nickerson
Head Cinder Teams

Eastern

college

and

university men . . .

$27.85

\ Sweepstakes Run
For Two-Ton Class

$4.95 and $6.00

Call 4040

Burnstone - Os good

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

man's favorite. This authentic style is
shown at BENOIT'S in plain colors and

DROP INTO

Norri8-Hayden
LAUNDRY
A

"burn, Me.

Tel. 2310

Agent
**DON WILLIAMS "38

"Complete Banking Service"

Lewiston Trust Co.
LEWISTON, MAINE
We Solicit the Business of Bates Students

The Quality Shop

patterns in oxford cloth and broadcloth.

$1.65 to $2.50

Featuring

Hamburg Sandwiches
Hot Doge and Toasted Sandwichea
Hare You Tried Our Silex Coffee?
H3 COLLEGE STREET
$ minutes from Campus
Open 7 A. M. to 10.30 P. M.

The Bostonian Wader is a guaranteed
waterproof shoe.

The double sole, spe-

cially treated will never wet through no
matter how much the soaking.
The
double upper of oil treated leather is imperious to snow or water.

PROTECT YOUR EYES

JUDKINS
LAUNDRY

CENTRAL OPTICAL CO.

INC
193 MIDDLE STREET

E. L. VINING

SHIRT WORK A
SPECIALTY

When The FORDS Roll By Bstes Campus
Think Of
WADE & DUNTON MOTORS
And Tell Your Folks Of Our
ExcellentTrade In Value

Optometrist
Tel. 3S9
199 Mala Street

Lewtaton, Me.

AGENT
ROT HABERLAND
g West Parker

$10.00
Other Winter Weight Shoes $5.50 up

Benoit's
CORNER LISBON AND ASH STREETS

LEWISTON, MAINE

J

r

lb
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FOUR

Services In Chapel
For Christmas

IN THE THEATRES
EMPIRE
Thurs., Fri., Sat. — Dec 2, 3, 4
"Conquest," Greta Garbo, Charles
Boyer.
Mon., Tues., Wed. — Dec. 6, 7, 8,
"Ebb Tide," in Technicolor with
Ray Milland.
AUBURN
Thurs., Fri., Sat. — Dec 2, 3, 4,
"Forty-Five Fathers," with Jane
Withers.
Five Acts Vodvil.
Moh., Tues., Wed., — Dec 6, 7, 8,
"Life of the Party," with Gene
Raymond.
^^^^^

A Bates Tradition
SAY IT WITH ICE CREAM

GEORGE A. ROSS
ELM STREET
Bate. 1904

The annual Christmas service -*ill
be held in the Chapel Sunday afternoon, Dec IZ, at 4:30. .there will be
numbers by the choral society and the
centennial Trio, and solos by Mary
vernon '40 and Winston Keck '38,
with Edward Howard '38 at the organ,
ihe Rev. Thompson E- Ashby, minister of the First Parish Congregational
Church, Brunswick, father of Judith
Ashby '40, will deliver the address.
This service is under the direction of
the Christian Association.

Billiard Champion Noisy Telephones
Christmas Relays Offer Frosh
Keep Coeds Busy
Expected
Here
Soon
Chance To Beat Upperclassmen
By Aino Puranen
The annual Christmas Relays will Gould to depend on at the longer disbe held next week as a training for tances.
the freshmen and varsity track squads
which reported the day after Thanksgiving recess.

Not much is known now of the potentialities of the teams, but from
past records the junior class should
be favored. Last year their four lap
team of Braddicks, Bridges, Lythcott
and Wallace pranced through to a win
in 6 minutes 23 4/5 seconds with the
Faculty Meets Tomorrow
last year's freshman team of Crooker,
The Faculty Round Table will meet Graichen, Shepherd and Rollins a few
tomorrow evening, Dec. 3, at Chase varcs behind.
Hall. Dr. Walter A. Lawrance is to
The senior class should be hard to
speak on "Come and See." Dr. William beat in the one and two lap classes,
B. Thomas is chairman of the meet- as the team which won in 1:20 1/6
ing. Hosts and hostesses are Dr. and two years ago is almost intact. EdMrs. Fred Mabee, Dr. and Mrs. J. die Howard, Win Keck, Omar King if
Murray Carroll, Mr. and Mrs. Rob- he reoorts for track this year, and
ert Seward, Dr. and Mrs. William Bill Luukko form a hard foursome to
Whitehorne. The next meeting will be
beat. The seniors will have only crossa Christmas party at Chase Hall, Dec- country Captain Burnap and Dick
ember 15
AFTER THE TEA DANCE

15 MORE

, •
*
r-o \ VT'S CATERING PARLORS for
Take your lady-f nend to GRANT S CA1 LKl NU
*moJ
We are offering this special menu at $i.2D PER COU
Chilled Tomato Juke
Fresh Lobster Pattie

SCHOOL DAYS
TO PICK PRESENTS
FOR
FRIENDS AND RELATIVES

Shoe String Potatoes — Green Peas
Jellied Cranberry Salad

AT

Day's Jewelry Store

HotRolls

_

Fudge Cake

-

Coffee

-JWjr

Call 2425* to n.ake your reservations on or before W ed..

84 Lisbon Street
Easy Payment Terms

As well as the relay events, individual events including the high jump,
discus, and shot will be held, which
should be dominated by sophomores.
Don Maggs, Irving Friedman and Mai
Holmes should wage a good fight in
the pole vault. They have all been
practicing since the middle of the fall
season. If enough interest prevails,
as has been true the last few seasons,
novice races will be held at the middle distances for men who are not
good enough to make their class
teams.
The freshmen are a question mark.
In the longer distances Dick Nickerson should lead a strong four. Dwight
Quigley and Warren Drury are rumored to be good quarter milers. Dick
Thompson is inexperienced, but it
looks as if he will be a 600-yarder
which will make him a good man for
the freshman classes three and four
lap teams. Clyde Glover is a long distance man and will probably be
brought into service in the mile in
the winter meets. Johnny Anderson
showed promise in cross-country, but
he may return to the swimming pool
where he stars as a back-stroker.
Tom O'Shaughnessy ran a 1:19 600
at Huntington School, Boston, last
winter, so he will be on the three and
four lap teams. He may be used on
the shorter distances also, as he has
speed.

HAYES EATS IN HIS OWN DINER
u

THE SMILING COW"
GIFT

HAYES' DINER
Opp. Sun-Journal - Tel. 1440 - Lewiston, Me.

SHOP

Now At

R. W. CLARK

95 Main Street
New and Art Gifts

—

Balsam Pillows

DRUGGIST

GEO. K. ELDER, PROP.

Christmas Cards
—

CORNER MAIN;AND BATES STREETS
RELIABLE-PROMPT-ACCURATE-COURTEOUS

Toys

PECKS
Christmas CiJ

A telephone resonantly clamors for
attention. A streak of flying freshhas hundreds of sparkling
man squeakingly appliea the brakes
with an inflected "Chase House ...
gestions to interest the colw"
Who' . . ■ Chet Parker? ... I'm sorry,
or woman who is seeking jnft
but this is Chase House, not Chase
fellow students or the foil,
Hull
Oh' . • • Just a moment, please
-Hey, Smarty!" And so another of
home. Here are just 2 suitor
John Bertrams proteges has been located.
. ..."
determined.
The typical conversation, lasting, on
the average, for about three minutes,
is surprisingly seldom a mere social
erie
chat. Thee is invariably an appointment to be made or cancelled, an asThis week only, all Barbiz,,.
signment to be straighteed out, a
erie MONOGRAM MED
piece of vital news from the administrative offices, or a request for mforcharge
I mation leading to the capture of some
stray ed or co-ed. The answering of
the telephone is indeed worthy of honorale mention on semester bills, for,
although it is ofttimes a pleasant diversion from a boring Greek translation, it is more often, the odious duty
of a freshman cramming for a 'soc
Satin seraphim .. b<mb»,_ 1
"^ "Dtp
written.
,
and pure dye silk. A ne»j^
During the past week, even with
tne majority of the inmates of the
slip with all the ge
"farm in the sticks" being freshmen
on-the-wall fit, at a newlw ' .
with "no-coeducation by telephone'
The same blessed adv^^l
rules still in effect, 120 calls were recorded,. This makes an average of
seams that never r:p,
about 17 in-coming calls a day, with
come intact from the lam*.]
Tuesday and Friday providing the
Charles C. Peterson
heaviest mouth-piece traffic. Of this
lengths in every size.
number, there were only six out-ofMr. Peterson, will exhibit his ability town calls, proving that for the most
to make the ivories apparently defy part we have to rely on that old
all the laws of physics in Chase Hall. stand-by, the three-cent stmp, for our
communication.
Mr. Peterson has no objection to playHere's a sensible gift sugp.t»
Thanksgiving is coming and so are
ing on used tables; in fact, he states added telephone dutv hours for the
"bright" loo
the best game he ever played was on verdant freshmen (they hope—they
a century-old table in Havana, Cuba. hope).

Charles C. ("Show Me the Billiard
Shot I Can t Make") Peterson, of the
National Billiard Association and
probably the world's best known exponent of that game, will visit Bates
College some time this month. As he
is now on a nation-wide tour the exact date of his local visit cannot be

BARBIZON

Tailored Ling

Kenworth SlirJ
$2

-MEN-

In addition to demonstrating fancy
and trick shots, the cue wizard will illustrate the five simple and fundamental principles of playing billiards.
Peterson claims that anyone who <js
willing to practice may become quite
proficient when he learns these fundamentals.
This is his first appearance at Bates
College although for many years he
has been the guest of many of our
largest universities where bis exhibitions and instructions invariably have
brought to him return engagements.
He visited Lewiston several years ago
while touring with Willie Hoppe, a
champion in the field of pool.

DUKE UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
Durham, N. C.
Four terms of eleven weeks are given
each year. These may be taken consecutively (graduation in three and
one-quarter years) or three terms
may be taken each year (graduation
in four years). The entrance requirements are intelligence, character and
at least two years of college work, including the subjects specified for
Grade A medical schools. Catalogues
and application forms may be obtained from the Dean.

College Stripe
Wool Hose
75c pr.
Pure wool in wide college strij
for the young blade and his ymi|
ful father.

Welcomed by any i

who wears wools.

Give Leather Goods {or Chrisf
mas Gifts.

Hundreds of

items to choose from

Fogg's Leather
123 Main St.

The College St«|
is for
BATES STl DENTS

BILL
THE BARBER
FOR

EDS AND CO-EftCHASE HALL
Hours: 9-12 - W

.[Notice the pure white cigarette
paper... notice how every Chesterfield is like every other Chesterfield
— the same size and every one
round, firm and well-filled.
Notice when you smoke one how
Chesterfields are milder and how different they taste. That's due to the
careful way Chesterfield tobaccos are
aged and blended.

Mild ripe tobaccos
and pure cigarette paper
.. that's why they're MILDER
why they TASTE BETTER

TYPEWRITERS
STANDARDS and P0R!ABL£|
For Sale and To Lrt
For Used Machires andRep«|
See Sam Burston
77 College St.
Tel <

JOHN G. WEST

Tel. 2326

133 Mw^

College
Pharmac;
Where The Bobcats M«
TOASTED #
HAMBURGS - Hr_. '
CHICKEN ROLi
Largest and 1W
CHOCOLATK MIL*
Once a Customer - Al»
Customer
IMPOU*1
PRESCRIPTIONS co*

^
,

Telephone 369*
College and Sabattus

THE BLUB UN*
l.«-„l«l..n - Romford "

(chesterfield
v. they IIgive you
MORE PLEASURE

Copyright 1937, liGGcrr & Mve«s TOBACCO CO

N

Lv. LewUton
<j|l
7.45 am • 10.00 am Ltt P»
Lv. Rumford
fl ;.t\
7.35 am '9.50 am L.ia P-»
Lv. Farmington
^1
7.33 am *9.48 am IM "
•Daily Excerrfj^^. I

The
Auburn
Nezvs

..^C.^^BBW

